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This study has been taken to examine the latest trends for English language learning process 

through the usage of android devices. These gadgets are playing a role of tutor in 

everybody’s home. This process of learning is becoming easy and helpful for the children of 

pre primary classes, upper primary classes and as well as for the secondary classes. Today 

technology is in our hands and which can be used to reform our vision and enhance our ideas 

about children. We are easily fascinated from the English language fashion, culture and 

civilization.  This language became our dress, excitement and our social passion. Today 

parents are using pictorial learning, rhyme learning, tone learning and play way learning. 

These things are being used with the help of latest social apps and devices. This study is an 

attempt to analyses the androids device users and the English language thrust of the children 

in different families. 
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INTRODUCTION  

 

The English is the language of non native but it becomes the most influential in the world of 

today. Everybody wants to speak in this dialect because it gives you some extra emotion to 

deal with the condition and to be proud on it. It is not meant only the language for 

communication but it slowly became the language of our kitchen. It is a magic and a sort of 

wand to attract everybody throughout the world. Sohil in his paper titled the English 
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Language Easy to Speak and Learn among Illiterates, stated that the present age is witnessed 

for the growth of English dialect through various technological devices. 

 

English language is developing fast and freely today in the age of science and 

technology. This language is becoming easy to understand and easy to learn 

even among the illiterates by the use of different electronic devices. Use of 

electronics and latest technological devices among illiterates giving a fresh 

insight to the usages of English. The illiterates today use various English 

words while communicating in the society at different walks of life. Illiterate 

skilled person even know more than that of educated person. It has been 

studied that simply a driver can name any parts of vehicles where as a person 

having higher educational degree do not know about parts of a vehicle and the 

parts of mobile phone.(Sohil, P, 1&2) 

 

English Language and Technology 

 

How this dialect is used to attract the children and English communication is being 

considered as one of the biggest instrument to achieve the goals of life. The parental interest 

and also the huge passion of the children made this dialect more interesting and sophisticate 

in all walks of lives. Sohil in his article titled as Writing Skill, Literates and Social Apps 

mentioned that the language is extended through various sources and with the changing world 

of technology and inventions.  

 

Anything happen in the world of technology is under the influence of English 

dialect. The English language is developing from one side while from the 

other side it gets some bad effects due to the use of social media. Development 

in the field of technology is the development of English dialect because the 

process of technology had started in the English dialect. (Sohil, P, 22) 

 

This dialect had/has ancient history and since that time the English dialect is progressing and 

every sort of inventions have its influence on this language. This dialect is also flourishing 

among the illiterates through the use of various technological devices. They can speak and 

can identify through symbols, pictorial charts, voice, videos, tones etc. All these things are 

playing a vital role for the enhancement of English dialect.  

 

Gadgets and World of Apps 

 

These things have changed the whole world in to a single window and put the people to be 

confronted by the use of social apps and other sort of communication. The communication 

process is going on in the English language and this communication in English dialect is 
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being considered the most sophisticate as compared to the languages of the world. Today is 

the age of internet and everything is being utilized through this service. The English dialect is 

developing along with the development and progress of science and technology. “Today’s 

concept of literacy goes beyond and only paper to include reading from computer screens and 

personal devices, and include media, technology, information, and other critical illiteracies” 

(Semali). Gazi in his article titled Application of e-learning tools in teaching English to 

undergraduate students clearly stated that the present age is filled with all latest social apps 

and it is important to be acquainting about all these latest devices. 

 

Technology is providing vast opportunities to the students and teacher, to 

explore them but it is more important to incorporate it in the curriculum. 

Smart Board is also the outcome of technology; it is the combination of 

‘projector’ and ‘white board’. It is a good replacement; we can play audio, 

video, display multi-dimensional images on it, which is not possible on the 

traditional black/ white boards. Teacher can use it to improve the 

communication or language skills to the students. The young students can be 

taught to pronounce words properly by playing the sound of the word on it. 

We can play audio and video on it, for the betterment of accent, vocabulary, 

and pronunciation (Gazi, P, 43)  

 

There are different apps and social communicational systems at the present age and people 

are utilizing these social apps and software for various purposes.  They are uploading and 

downloading everything through internet and social apps. These apps have consistently liking 

and connecting the people throughout the world. Everything is looking easy and people are 

managing things in very short period of time. This world has been made beautiful with the 

usage of these latest apps system. This age has made the education system very easy and fast. 

This is because of variety of apps system and different types of methods have been applying. 

Today apps world is fast on usage and every sort of app is available for doing any sort of 

work. It is not only social app or apps but there are literature apps as well. This age has 

developed a sort of home delivery systematic apps you don’t need to visit city everything will 

be available through online you need only a right click on your smart phone. The present 

generation is utilizing different apps for various purposes like they are using cell phones for 

listening live lectures through social media and social apps. There are other soft wares which 

have been framed for the education guidance and for the competitive examinations.     

 

Children 

 

This is not the age of an old men but this is the age of champs of today.  They are using these 

devices for various things like the pre primary champs have been given the hand sets by their 

parents to learn the alphabetical drill and these children have been proved through this 
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research paper that they don’t only learn English alphabets but along with these alphabets 

they can recognizing and identifying things with the help of pictures, tones, videos, pictorial 

charts, rhyming tones, etc. These things are not being used by the little children but also by 

the students of other classes as well. This has been proved through an article by Gazi as he 

stated in the following lines. 

 

The technology has also made a big change in the education system. New and 

innovative tools like, Face book, YouTube, Skype, Smart Boards etc. is the 

outcome of technology, which can be used as tools for teaching learning 

process. Classroom environment has changed, in the primitive times English 

used to be merely a subject but now people are coming out of their native 

places to explore themselves. English is the universal language, it is every 

body’s requirement to learn it properly, so that they can communicate with the 

people throughout the globe, and take the benefit of modern technology.(Gazi, 

P,41) 

 

The children of different age groups are enormously utilizing internet for various purposes 

among the infants the parents are giving to sharpen their ability and other activities regarding 

their education. The children of primary classes are using these apps for clearing their 

understanding about topics and the students of secondary classes are also utilizing these to 

study the topics of their subjects. The latest software and social apps available on the internet 

are very useful for all the children and the students of all classes. Now each and every parents 

are bound to provide androids hands sets to their children not for communication aims only 

but also for the education benefits. 

 

Methodology  

 

The methodology for this research paper has been applied is sampling and these samplings 

have been taken from those families whose family members are utilizing electronic gadgets 

for the purpose of teaching and learning process among their children. The total numbers of 

samplings are twenty. These samplings have been further divided into two categories one part 

of category from the ten rural families and ten urban families. The children of these families 

have been closely examined and it has been proved that these latest apps and electronic 

gadgets are playing a vital role among the children of pre primary, primary and even among 

the secondary classes in various ways. All these apps and other pictorial, rhyming and tone 

voices, learning process are available in the English dialect. This is one of the big change in 

this dialect that the recent and coming generation is very much interest about this dialect and 

its usage at different level. 
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S No Areas of Samplings Urban 

Samplings 

Rural 

Samplings 

Total 

Samplings 

1 Jammu  5 5 10 

2 Srinagar  5 5 10 

 

Results  

 

The samplings shows that the present scenario of education is changing and the children of 

this age are utilizing internet system, software and apps system for different things. The 

parents are giving their hands sets to their children for teaching learning purposes. The 

children are playing games, music, videos, which are entraining and amusing. On the same 

procedure the apps systems for the children have been framed on which pictorial charts, 

rhyming tones, and videos lessons could be played. These latest electronics and apps system 

have been proved as a tools for enhancing English language and mental ability of the children 

through this research paper by choosing the samplings from different families. The families 

are very aware about the present status of English dialect and its usage in all sphere of life. 

They are independently giving their children the androids hands sets and suggest them to 

utilize only English apps for enhancement of English language fluency and competency.  

 

CONCLUSION  

 

In the conclusion we come to know that the process of learning is becoming very easy and 

understandable due to the use of all electronic devices, gadgets and social apps system. These 

apps are being used by the parents and their children for different types teaching learning 

process in our daily lives. People not only use androids hands sets for the communication 

purposes only but these cell phones and other androids devices are very use for the all sphere 

of life.  Children are uploading and downloading different types of study material and 

watching different videos on various apps and other social websites like Skype YouTube 

Google, web browsers, face book, twitter, etc. therefore we can say that the present 

generation is very active and competent to have the benefit of all these latest technological 

devices.  All these latest technological devices and apps system have been developed in the 

English dialect and this makes the progress and development of English language.  
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